Skeletal dosimetry based on CT images of trabecular bone has recently been introduced to calculate the red bone marrow (RBM) and the bone surface cells (BSC) equivalent doses in human phantoms for external exposure to photons. In order to use the CT images for skeletal dosimetry, spongiosa voxels in the skeletons were replaced at run time by so-called micro matrices, which have exactly the size of a spongiosa voxel and contain segmented trabecular bone and marrow micro voxels. A cluster (= parallelepiped) of 2x2x2=8 micro matrices was used systematically and periodically throughout the spongiosa volume during the radiation transport calculation. Systematic means that when a particle leaves a spongiosa voxel to enter into a neighbouring spongiosa voxel, then the next micro matrix in the cluster will be used. Periodical means that if the particle travels through more than two spongiosa voxels in a row, then the cluster will be repeated. Based on the bone samples available at the time, clusters of up to 3x3x3=27 micro matrices were studied. While for a given trabecular bone volume fraction the whole-body RBM equivalent dose showed converging results for cluster sizes between 8 and 27 micro matrices, this was not the case for the BSC equivalent dose. The BSC equivalent dose seemed to be very sensitive to the number, form and thickness of the trabeculae. In addition, the cluster size and/or the micro voxel resolution were considered to be possible causes for the differences observed. In order to resolve this problem, this study used a bone sample large enough to extract clusters containing up to 8x8x8=512 micro matrices and which was scanned with two different voxel resolutions. Taking into account a recent proposal, this investigation also calculated the BSC equivalent dose on medullary surfaces of cortical bone in the arm and leg bones. The results showed 1) that different voxel resolutions have no effect on the RBM equivalent dose, but do influence the BSC equivalent dose due to voxel effects by up to 5% for incident photon energies up to 200 keV, 2) that the whole-body BSC equivalent dose calculated with a cluster with 2x2x2=8 micro matrices is consistent with results received with clusters of up to 8x8x8=512 micro matrices and 3) that for external whole-body exposure the inclusion of the BSC on medullary surfaces of cortical bone has a negligible effect on the whole-body BSC equivalent dose.
I INTRODUCTION

A. Skeletal tissues at risk
In the skeleton, two soft tissues are at risk when ionising radiation penetrates the human body: the haematopoietic stem cells of the marrow, called "red bone marrow" (RBM), and the osteogenic cells on the endosteal surfaces, called "bone surface cells" (BSC) or bone endosteum. The BSC represent the part of the marrow volume that is located within a distance of 10 m from the surfaces of trabecular bone, of cortical bone neighbouring spongiosa and of medullary cortical bone, whereas the RBM occupies a part of the remaining trabecular marrow volume given by the cellularity factor 1, 2 . Spongiosa represents the trabecular bone structure filled with soft tissue.
B. Skeletal dosimetry based on CT images of spongiosa
W.Bolch and his research group from the University of Florida were the first to use CT images of trabecular bone for the purposes of dosimetry [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In these studies, samples from various bone sites of human skeletons were scanned by CT or NMR, the resulting images were segmented into trabecular bone and marrow, and then introduced first into the EGS4 (Electron-Gamma-Shower, version 4) Monte Carlo (MC) code 10 , and later into the EGSnrc (Electron-Gamma-Shower, version National Research Council, Canada) MC code 11 , employing a special algorithm called PIRT ("paired-image radiation transport"). In the PIRT method particles are transported through a "macro" matrix with a voxel size of some hundred m, representing spongiosa, cortical bone and surrounding soft tissues, and at the same time through a "micro" matrix with cubic voxel resolutions of 30 m and larger, representing the micro structure of spongiosa with segmented volumes of marrow and trabecular bone.
For external exposure to photons, skeletal dosimetry for a complete adult human skeleton based on CT images of spongiosa has recently been introduced by authors of this study 12, 13 . Clusters of socalled "micro matrices" have been extracted from CT images of adult human spongiosa and introduced into the spongiosa voxels of two adult human voxel phantoms at run time of MC calculations with the EGSnrc code 11, [14] [15] [16] to determine the whole-body equivalent doses to the RBM and the BSC as a function of parameters like the donor of the bone, the bone site, the segmentation method, the number of micro matrices in the cluster, etc. A micro matrix is a 3D CT image of trabecular bone with exactly the size of a voxel of the spongiosa segmented in the skeleton of a phantom. A cluster is a parallelepiped of spongiosa volume containing a certain number of micro matrices extracted from the CT image of a bone sample. At run time, when a particle enters a spongiosa voxel, radiation transport is transferred to the first micro matrix in the cluster. If the next voxel is again a spongiosa voxel, then the second micro matrix in the cluster is used, etc. If all micro matrices of the cluster have been used and the particle continues to travel still in spongiosa, then the cluster is repeated. This systematic and periodic use of the cluster throughout the spongiosa volume was called the SP cluster method. The bone samples available at the time allowed for the extraction of up to 3x3x3=27 micro matrices. For a given trabecular bone volume fraction (TBVF) of the bone sample, the RBM equivalent dose showed consistent results for clusters with 8 to 27 micro matrices, whereas the BSC equivalent dose showed differences indicating that clusters with a greater number of micro matrices were probably needed to achieve consistent results. At the same time it was realized that the voxel resolution (= voxel size) used during scanning of the bone samples may also influence the RBM and the BSC equivalent doses. To resolve this problem, one would have to scan at least one bone sample with two different voxel resolutions, a procedure not usually undertaken in CT imaging. Finally, as our earlier studies did not consider BSC on medullary surfaces of cortical bone it was decided to include this part of the BSC to see its impact on the whole-body BSC equivalent dose.
C. The purpose of this study
In order to complement the earlier investigations on skeletal dosimetry for external exposure to photons based on CT images of human spongiosa, this study addresses the following unresolved questions employing CT images now available from a larger bone sample scanned at two different voxel resolutions: Does the voxel resolution of the CT images influence the RBM and the BSC equivalent doses?
Is a coherent spongiosa volume made of 8 micro matrices sufficient to guarantee consistent results for the BSC equivalent dose? In other words, does the BSC equivalent dose still change when the number of micro matrices in the cluster becomes greater than 8?
What is the effect on the BSC equivalent dose if BSC on medullary surfaces of cortical bone are included in the calculations?
II MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology for describing the MAX06 (Male Adult voXel, version 06) and the FAX06 (Female Adult voXel, version 06) phantoms, the processing of the CT images, the application of the 8 SP (8 micro matrices systematically and periodically used) cluster method and the use of the EGSnrc MC code have all been presented in previous papers published by the dosimetry research group at the University of Pernambuco 12, 13, 17 and have been briefly summarized in chapter I-B. The current chapter, therefore, will focus on the new developments, i.e. the acquisition and processing of CT images of a larger bone sample scanned with two different resolutions, the extraction of clusters with up to 512 micro matrices from the images and the introduction of the algorithm for medullary bone surfaces.
A. Extraction of the same spongiosa volume based on two different resolutions
A first lumbar vertebra (L1), approximately 3.2 cm x 3.5 cm x 2.7 cm in size, was scanned with a CT scanner Skyscan 1172 (Skyscan Corporation, 2630 Aartselaar, Belgium) with 80 kVp (100 A) at 30 m and 60 m resolution at the Imaging Laboratory for Anthropology of the University of Bristol, UK. The skeleton, a donation to medical science, came from an anatomical teaching collection. The subject was a female adult of 30 years, height of 1.49 m and unknown weight. The 30 m scan resulted in 1068 images with 1984 x 1984 pixels each, whereas the 60 m scan produced 534 images with 992 x 992 pixels each.
The SP cluster method requires the extraction of a parallelepiped with at least 8 micro matrices from the spongiosa volume, with each of the micro matrices having a cubic size of 1.2 mm, because this is the voxel size used in the adult human phantoms MAX06 and FAX06 17 . In order to make sure that one investigates only the effect of the voxel resolution, it is crucial to extract the 30 m-based and the 60 m-based parallelepipeds at exactly the same position within the spongiosa volumes of the two image sets. This ensures that two parallelepipeds with identical trabecular bone structure are extracted. Verifying the images slice by slice it was found by visual inspection that identical first images of trabecular bone appeared in image No. 192 for 30 m and in image No. 96 for 60 m resolution, respectively.
Using images 192 and 96 as reference slices, two 9.6 mm cubes were extracted at the same location in the two spongiosa volumes, thereby extracting exactly the same trabecular bone structure from the two image sets. The segmentation procedure followed the published protocol 12, 13 . After the removal of noise with a median filter (kernel size 3x3x3), the images were segmented into trabecular bone and marrow using a histogram-based threshold function 18 . Although representing the same trabecular bone structure, visual inspection showed that the segmented images for the two voxel resolutions were not identical with respect to the number, the form and the thickness of the trabeculae. The visualization of differences between the trabecular bone structures of the two cubes is shown in 2D representations in figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows the first of 160 2D images of the 9.6 mm cube scanned at 60 m resolution, whereas figures 2 and 3 show the first and the second of 320 2D images, respectively, of the 9.6 mm cube scanned at 30 m resolution. Trabecular bone is represented by the black areas, whereas marrow is represented by the white areas. The pixel-like trabecular bone surface can clearly be seen. Increasing the resolution from 60 to 30 m means that every 60 m voxel will then be represented by eight 30 m voxels, thereby allowing for a finer representation of the trabecular bone surface. Figures 2 and 3 show this effect, where a smoother trabecular bone surface can be seen compared to figure 1. One can see that the trabecular bone structures in figure 1 on the one hand and in figures 2 plus 3 on the other hand are not identical. For example, a 60 μm scanned and segmented bone pixel, located at the surface of trabecular bone, can become four segmented bone pixels or three segmented bone and one segmented marrow pixel if later scanned with 30 μm resolution. The same effect will be observed for a 60 m-scanned and segmented marrow pixel located at the surface of the cavity volume. In other words, due to voxel effects, which have been discussed earlier 12 , a 60 m surface bone or marrow voxel will not always correspond to eight 30 m surface bone or marrow voxels, respectively. The differences between the trabecular bone structures (= number, form and thickness of the trabeculae) are also reflected by the TBVFs. These, were found to be 7.93% for the 30 m-based cube and 8.20% for the 60 m-based 9.6 mm cube, despite representing to the same trabecular bone volume.
B. Clusters with different numbers of micro matrices
The BSC algorithm was introduced in the second study on skeletal dosimetry based on CT images of spongiosa 
C. Medullary cortical bone surfaces
BSC located on cortical bone surfaces has already been taken account of in earlier calculations for those cortical bone surfaces which are in contact with the marrow cavities of trabecular bone 12 . However, it has recently been suggested that in addition to cortical bone surfaces adjacent to spongiosa, medullary cortical bone surfaces of arm and leg bones should also be taken into account when determining the equivalent dose to the BSC 19 . Medullary cortical bone surfaces form the walls of large, tube-like cavities in the upper and lower arm and leg bones, also called "long bones", filled for adults only with yellow bone marrow (YBM), which is not considered to be a target tissue for skeletal dosimetry. The BSC algorithm, developed and applied earlier 13 , was extended in this study to medullary cortical bone surfaces. At run time, the Monte Carlo code first determines the medullary BSC volume for a 10 m layer thickness in those YBM macro voxels which have cortical bone voxels as neighbours. During the Monte Carlo calculation, the energy to be deposited in an YBM voxel is divided between the BSC and the remaining YBM volumes according to the linear path length fraction within the corresponding sub-volume for the electron step under consideration.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculations were executed using the SP cluster method based on the EGSnrc MC code and applied to the FAX06 and the MAX06 phantoms for whole body external exposures with parallel photon fields with anterior-posterior (AP) and posterior-anterior (PA) incidence with energies between 10 keV and 10 MeV. The minimal cortical bone thickness in the skeletons is 1.2 mm. This implies that electrons moving in regions outside the skeleton must have a kinetic energy of at least 550 keV in order to enter a spongiosa voxel after having passed through the cortical layer. Thus, cut-off energies were set to 2 keV for photons, 550 keV for electrons in tissues outside the skeleton and 5 keV for electrons in the skeletal tissues. All EGSnrc transport parameters and cross section options were left at their default values, which are set to achieve the best accuracy EGSnrc is capable of. The numbers of incident photons varied between 5 and 40 million in order to arrive at the coefficients of variation (C.V.), i.e. the statistical errors, for the whole body RBM and the BSC equivalent doses shown in table 2. The statistical errors are generally below 1%, except for very low incident photon energies. The results are presented as conversion coefficients (CCs) between equivalent dose and air kerma free-inair. As was found in the first two publications on skeletal dosimetry based on CT images of spongiosa 12, 13 , apart from differences with respect to absolute values the basic characteristics of the results are the same for the MAX06 and the FAX06 phantoms. Therefore, in order not to inflate the scope of this study unnecessarily, the graphical results presented below illustrate only one of the two phantoms for AP or PA incidence. 
A. Micro voxel resolution
In section II A it was shown that representing the same spongiosa volume with segmented CT images based on different voxel resolutions is possible only if one accepts at least small differences between the trabecular bone structures (= number, form and thickness of the trabeculae) of the two images, due to the voxel effects involved in the segmentation process. For the calculations presented here, clusters of 2x2x2 = 8 micro matrices have been extracted from the centers of the two 9.6 mm cubes mentioned above. The original TBVFs were 8.26% and 8.32% for 30 m and 60 m resolutions, respectively, i.e. both clusters had basically the same TBVF. Figure 4 shows RBM equivalent dose CCs for the FAX06 phantom for PA incidence as a function of the incident photon energy calculated with the 8 SP cluster method for 30 m and 60 m resolutions. Differences between the two CCs are very small, almost negligible. For AP incidence and for the MAX06 phantom similar small differences between the CCs for different voxel resolutions were also found. Table 3 presents ratios between RBM equivalent dose CCs for 30 m and 60 m resolution for both phantoms and both directions of incidence. All ratios show differences of less than 1%, i.e. that they are within the range of the combined statistical errors according to table 2. Different voxel resolutions lead to slightly different trabecular bone structures in the segmented images of the same bone sample as shown above, which in turn causes different fluxes of photoelectrons released by photons in the trabeculae. The ranges of these trabecular photoelectrons are small compared to the diameters of the marrow cavities and the differences between the 30 m and the 60 m fluxes are also small, because, as figures 1-3 have shown, the two images are very much alike. Consequently, the differences between the 30 m-scanned and the 60 m-scanned images have a negligible effect on the RBM equivalent dose.
Corresponding results are shown in figure 5 and table 4 for the BSC. Although still small, the differences between the CCs for the two resolutions can clearly be seen in figure 6 . In table 4, those differences which exceed the range of the combined statistical errors are shown as bold, italic numbers. The greatest difference found is 4.6%, and all statistically relevant differences occur for incident photon energies below 200 keV. Photoelectrons, primarily from trabecular bone, contribute strongly to the total BSC equivalent dose in this energy range. Small differences between the trabecular bone structures for the two resolutions cause differences in the photoelectron fluxes, which in turn influence the BSC equivalent doses because the BSC are located at a distance of only 10 m from the trabecular bone surface. For energies above 200 keV, secondary electrons from trabecular bone are mostly Compton and later additionally pair production electrons, whose fluxes are hardly influenced by the small differences between the trabecular bone structures of the two CT images. Consequently, the differences shown in table 4 for incident photon energies above 200 keV are within the range of the combined statistical errors. In contrast to the RBM, the BSC equivalent dose may increase by up to almost 5% for low incident photons energies when the voxel resolution of the CT images increases from 60 to 30 m. 
B. Number of micro matrices
Previous investigations into skeletal dosimetry have shown that increasing the number of micro matrices in the cluster above eight does not change the results for the RBM equivalent dose 12 . However, the effect on the BSC equivalent dose in the 10 m layer remained unclear because of restrictions with respect to the adequate algorithm and the size of the CT images available at the time. Figure 6 . Bone surface cells equivalent dose conversion coefficients for the FAX06 phantom for eight different cluster sizes for anterior-posterior incidence and with original trabecular bone volume fractions. Figure 6 shows BSC equivalent dose CCs based on 60 m resolution for the FAX06 phantom, AP incidence and as a function of the incident photon energy for clusters with 2x2x2, 3x3x3, 4x4x4, 5x5x5, 6x6x6, 7x7x7 and 8x8x8 micro matrices. Differences between the CCs can be seen, especially below 200 keV, but the curves are too close to allow for further analysis based on the graph. Therefore, all eight CCs are also shown in table 5 as a function of the incident photon energy.
Increasing the number of micro matrices in the cluster is motivated by the assumption that more coherent microstructure information would automatically improve the quality of the results, i.e. that the BSC equivalent dose would hopefully converge towards an "ideal value" when the number of micro matrices increases. Thus, it is assumed that a larger coherent volume of spongiosa would guarantee better results. If one looks at the BSC equivalent doses in table 5 it is not possible to identify any converging trend when the cluster size increases. One way to examine this more closely is to identify the maximum and minimum values per energy point. The maxima are the bold, italic numbers and the minima are the bold, underlined numbers. They are distributed randomly among all clusters, except for the 8x8x8 cluster, which never shows a maximum value, although it represents the largest coherent spongiosa volume. Consequently, there is no trend, no convergence among these data and the differences found between the CCs are of the same nature as already seen in the previous sections; differences between the trabecular bone structures (= number, form and thickness of the trabeculae) of the clusters are responsible for the differences to be seen between the CCs and correlation with the cluster size or the TBVFs cannot be observed. The last column of table 5 shows the percentage difference between the maximum and the minimum BSC equivalent dose per energy point with an average value of 2.3% over all energies. Typically, as seen earlier, these differences are greater for low incident photon energies for the reasons explained in the comments to table 4. Based on the data shown in table 5 it is not possible to identify one specific cluster size as being the best for representing the necessary amount of microstructure information to be used for skeletal dosimetry. Consequently, a cluster with 2x2x2 = 8 micro matrices is sufficient.
The results shown in figure 6 and , typical average adult TBVFs are 10, 12, 15, 20 and 55% for the ribcage, the spine, the long bones, the pelvis and the skull/mandible, respectively. Ideally, one would like to use CT images of spongiosa from all these bones with exactly the ICRP70-based TBVFs from an adult female or male scanned with the same voxel resolution. Hopefully, the scanning of these five representative bones from one individual with the same voxel resolution will be realized in the near future, although it is improbable that the TBVFs found will be exactly those given by ICRP70.
In the meantime, for the investigation of the minimum number of micro matrices necessary, the gap can be bridged by employing a technique quite common to voxel phantom development: Sometimes digital CT images of a person become available for the construction of a voxel phantom, but then it is found that the resulting organ masses of the segmented images do not correspond to the organ masses recommended by ICRP89 20 . Then, the organ and tissue volumes can be changed voxel by voxel until the resulting masses match the ICRP89 data. A similar approach, already followed in previous studies 12, 13 , was also adopted here to modify the trabecular bone structure of the CT images until the ICRP70-based TBVFs had been achieved. The modification of the images was performed with an algorithm which uniformly adds/removes trabecular bone micro voxels to/from the trabecular surfaces of the parallelepipeds until the desired TBVF was achieved. Here, in effect the trabecular bone surfaces grow uniformly all over the spongiosa volume until the desired TBVF is reached. table 6 show BSC equivalent dose CCs based on the ICRP70-based TBVFs. Again, no trend, and no convergence can be identified from the data. As in table 5, maximum and minimum BSC equivalent doses seem to be randomly distributed among the clusters. The percentage differences between maxima and minima are slightly greater for the ICRP70-based TBVFs with an average value of 3.3% over all energies. This 1% increase is caused by the algorithm which modifies the original TBVFs in order to arrive at the ICRP70-based TBVFs. As observed for the original TBVFs, the data shown in table 6 for the ICRP70-based TBVFs do not justify the selection of one specific cluster as being the best for skeletal dosimetry, which again means that a cluster with 2x2x2 = 8 micro matrices represents a coherent volume of spongiosa sufficient to simulate radiation transport through the trabecular microstructure for a bone-specific distribution of TBVFs.
The technique used here to modify the trabecular bone structure has to be considered as a temporary procedure until CT images for the above mentioned five bone sites from one individual will become available. On the other hand, the results presented in tables 5 and 6 prove that for the investigation of the minimum number of micro matrices necessary it is not important if the modified trabecular bone structure reflects exactly the real number, form and thickness of the trabeculae of a real specific bone site. Actually, it was shown earlier that even idealized spongiosa made of artificial micro voxels of marrow and trabecular bone would lead to similar results
13
.
C. Medullary cortical bone surfaces
Calculations with medullary BSC were performed for both phantoms for AP and PA incidence with the 8 SP cluster method. It was found that the differences between the BSC CCs for the cases with and without medullary BSC were smaller than the range given by the sum of the two statistical errors for all incident photon energies between 10 keV and 10 MeV. This implies that at least for external whole body exposure to photons the inclusion of medullary BSC is dosimetrically not relevant. However, it is possible that this situation may change for partial body exposure of the extremities, as in radiology, and for internal exposures.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
With respect to the questions raised in section I-C, this investigation generated the following results for the exposure conditions considered here:
1) Increasing the voxel resolution of CT images of spongiosa from 60 to 30 m had no effect on the RBM equivalent dose, but did influence the BSC equivalent dose. Due to voxel effects, a spongiosa volume scanned at two different resolutions shows slightly different trabecular bone structures (= number, form and thickness of the trabeculae) in the segmented images, which in turn may cause differences between the corresponding BSC equivalent doses for incident photon energies up to 200 keV, here by up to 5%. The reason for this effect is that different fluxes of photoelectrons are released in trabecular bone, which can influence the BSC equivalent dose over a 10 m distance from the trabecular bone surface, but do not strongly influence the RBM equivalent dose in the marrow cavities with diameters of hundreds of m.
2) With respect to the minimum amount of microstructure information necessary for the simulation of the trabecular bone structure throughout the spongiosa volume this study has confirmed previous results found for the RBM, now also confirmed for the BSC. During radiation transport calculations, a cluster of 2x2x2 = 8 micro matrices, applied systematically and periodically to the spongiosa voxels of the phantoms, is sufficient to produce BSC equivalent doses consistent with results achieved for clusters with up to 8x8x8 = 512 micro matrices.
3) It was found that the inclusion of BSC on medullary cortical bone surfaces has a negligible effect on the whole body BSC equivalent dose. Differences observed between BSC equivalent doses calculated with and without inclusion of BSC on medullary cortical bone surfaces were smaller than the combined statistical errors for all incident photon energies. Future studies may show if these findings can also be confirmed for partial body exposures, especially of the extremities, and for internal exposures.
The 8 SP cluster method and the PIRT algorithm mentioned in section I-B are two different MC techniques of skeletal dosimetry, which allow for radiation transport directly in the trabecular microstructure of human spongiosa. Additionally, the 8 SP cluster method can be applied to a complete human skeleton as long as this skeleton has been segmented into cortical bone, spongiosa, medullary YBM and cartilage. For external exposure to photons, this study and the previous investigations 12, 13 have shown that a cluster of only 8 micro matrices extracted from the CT images and systematically and periodically applied inside the spongiosa volume is suitable to represent the trabecular microstructure environment for the calculation of RBM and BSC equivalent doses.
For incident photon energies below 200 keV, photoelectrons released in bone dominate the electron flux through the spongiosa. When two samples of spongiosa with the same TBVF have different numbers, forms and thicknesses of their trabeculae, then the corresponding photoelectron fluxes reflect these differences, but because of the small range of the photoelectrons entering the marrow cavities, they considerably affect only the equivalent dose to the BSC but not to the RBM. Consequently, for a given TBVF, all RBM equivalent doses presented in this and the previous studies [12] [13] are independent of parameters, like the donor of the bone, the bone site, the segmentation method and the voxel resolution, whereas BSC equivalent doses do depend on these parameters. So far, the trabecular bone structure effect on the BSC equivalent dose is less than 5% and it is to be expected that this number will decrease, and may even become smaller than the combined statistical error, if the ICRP will follow a recent proposal to increase the thickness of the bone endosteum from 10 to 50 m 19 , because for a given TBVF, differences of energy deposition caused by different fluxes of trabecular photoelectrons are most relevant in the marrow cavity only very close to the trabecular bone surface. Averaging the energy deposition over a thickness of 50 m instead of 10 m will reduce the difference between BSC equivalent doses caused by different trabecular bone structures 13 . This study has shown and confirmed that skeletal dosimetry for external exposure to photons based on CT images of human spongiosa can be done using a relatively small amount of coherent spongiosa volume extracted from the images. With respect to the consistency of results for the RBM and the BSC equivalent doses one has to be aware of the fact that due to voxel effects ocurring during segmentation, the voxel resolution may particularly influence the BSC equivalent dose; or in more general terms, any equivalent dose in the marrow cavity close to the trabecular bone surface. On the other hand, it would be interesting to find out through future studies, how these percentage effects compare to effects which may be caused by the CT imaging process itself in case of multiple rescanning, like sample positioning, scanner calibration, etc. Other follow-up projects planned by our research group are the further improvement of segmentation techniques, the segmentation of RBM, YBM and BSC in the marrow cavity at run time and the application of the 8 SP cluster method to skeletal dosimetry for bone-seeking radionuclides.
